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/10 2Motivation
• Cylinder buckling governed by a subcritical bifurcation

- leads to imperfection sensitivity

• Empirical (safe) design threshold, e.g. NASA SP-8007

- too conservative for modern manufacturing methods

- difficult for small satellite launchers

• Need less conservative knockdown factors
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Fig. 1.1. Experimental data from various research groups, all representing failure loads of
axially loaded cylinders. The horizontal axis is the ratio of the cylinder length and the wall thickness;
the vertical axis is the ratio of the failure load and the theoretical critical load as predicted for perfect
cylinders. Note that all tested cylinders fail at loads significantly lower than that predicted by theory;
the latter would correspond to failure load Pfail/Pcr = 1, and in some cases failure occurred at less
than one-fifth of this value. Power-law fitting lines are added to emphasize the dependence of the
failure load on the geometry. The data are from [10, 7, 5].
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Fig. 1.2. Illustration of perfect and imperfect bifurcation curves. For the unperturbed system,
the undeformed state (the straight line) is always an equilibrium; this state loses stability at a
bifurcation point at load Pcr, and a curve of nonzero equilibria branches oﬀ. Perturbing the system
generically converts the sharp bifurcation into a smooth transition. In the case of the cylinder, the
postbuckling path is strongly unstable, and the perturbed path therefore has a lower limit load of Pimp.
in suﬃcient detail. The diﬃculty lies in the qualifier “in suﬃcient detail,” since an ex-
tremely accurate measurement of the geometric imperfections would be necessary [4],
and in the design phase both the loading conditions and the geometric and material
imperfections in the finalized product are known only in vague terms. Therefore, in
recent decades the attention of theoretical research has turned to characterizing the
failure load in weaker ways, preferably in the form of a lower (safe) bound.
1.2. Characterizing sensitivity to imperfections. Viewed as a bifurcation
problem, the buckling of the cylinder is a subcritical symmetry-breaking pitchfork
bifurcation (Figure 1.2). Generically, imperfections in the structure eliminate the
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In the meanwhile, the design of imperfection sensitive structures
required guidelines explaining how to take imperfection sensitivity
into account, for instance, in the calculation of rocket and launcher
structures [9]. In 1960, Seide, Weingarten and Morgan (see [10,11])
published a collection of experimental results which was one of the
main precursors for the well-known NASA SP-8007 guideline, pub-
lished in 1965 and revised in 1968 to its most popular version [12].
Fig. 1 shows this collection of experimental results and the lower-
bound curve that gives the shell buckling knock-down factor denoted
by γ in Eq. (1.1). Calculating γ for isotropic unstiffened cylinders
requires only the cylinder radius and the wall thickness, as shown in
Eq. (1.1). This equation also shows the equivalent thickness teq that is
often used when calculating the KDF for orthotropic materials.
However, note that approach for calculating knockdown factors for
orthotropic materials does not consider all the orthotropic stiffness
terms such as membrane-bending coupling, the two laminate direc-
tions and tension-shear are not included. These stiffness terms can
have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the buckling behavior, consequently on
the resulting knock-down factors, as demonstrated by Geier et al.
(2002) [13].
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A11, A22, D11 and D22 are the extensional and bending stiff-
nesses extracted from the composite ABD matrix.
In the NASA SP-8007 guideline the KDF denoted by γ in Eq. (1.1)
is called correlation factor, accounting for the disparity between
experiments and theory. Theoretical equations for the buckling load
for both isotropic and orthotropic cylinders are also provided in
NASA SP-8007, where the correlation factor is used, but in modern
applications of γ, the theoretical buckling load is usually calculated
using linear buckling analysis and the design load obtained multi-
plying this theoretical buckling load by γ as shown in Eq. (1.2).
Fdesign ¼ Ftheoretical:γ ð1:2Þ
The Reduced Stiffness Method (RSM) developed by Croll (1972)
[14], Batista & Croll (1979) [15] and collaborators is another
method for calculating lower-bounds. Croll & Batista (1981) [16]
used this concept to ﬁnd lower-bounds for axially compressed
linear-elastic isotr pic cylinders. It has been mostly applied in the
civil engineering ﬁeld [17] and it is based on three postulates
summarized as follows [18]: (1) signiﬁcant geometric non-
linearities appear due to changes in membrane resistance. For
instance, in the buckling of an in-plane loaded plate there is no
non-linearity up to the point where some disturbance causes a
normal deformation. The normal deformation causes a load
eccentricity that creates bending, interacting non-linearly with
the reduction of the membrane stiffness, which decreases in the
post-buckled range of loading. In any case where a thin-walled
structural member is initially under high compressive stress levels,
with a high membrane component of the strain energy, the
displacements are predicted linearly up to the point where the
membrane stiffness starts to decrease. (2) For thin-walled struc-
tures, the post-buckling loss of stiffness can only occur when there
is membrane resistance at the pre-buckled state, meaning that if
the shell does not have membrane energy prior to buckling there
will be no loss of stiffness after buckling. (3) The lower-bound
buckling load for a particular load case will be given by an analysis
in which the membrane stiffness is removed.
Sosa et al. (2006) [19] showed the equivalence between the
reduced stiffness method and the reduced energy method (REM).
Along this study the REM will be implemented in a general ﬁnite
element solver following the procedure explained by Sosa et al., in
which a reduction factor α is applied to the membrane stiffness
components instead of completely eliminating it, as originally pro-
posed by Croll [18]. This approach assumes that the shell with
degraded membrane stiffness will have a post-buckled shape similar
to an eigenvector obtained through linear buckling analysis. Sosa and
Godoy (2010) [20] compared the REM using this assumption with
non-linear post-buckling analysis and showed that this assumption
may not be valid in some cases, leading to non-conservative estima-
tives. In such cases the computation of correction coefﬁcients is
required, making the REM less straightforward. The KDF using the
REM is deﬁned in Eq. (3.4). The implementation of the REM is
explained in detail in Section 3.6.
Comparative studies performed by Hilburger et al. (2004) [21],
Hühne et al. (2005) [22] and (2008) [23] and Degenhardt et al.
(2008) [24] have shown that the lower-bound given by the NASA SP-
8007 guideline can lead to conservative designs. Moreover, the space
industry experience has shown that structures designed for buckling
using the NASA SP-8007 guideline can be so conservative that, when
tested after manufactured, fail for strength. Hühne suggested the
single perturbation load approach (SPLA) as a robust method for
creating a single buckle imperfection, referred herein as SPLI. Using
the classiﬁcation given by Winterstetter and Schmidt (2002) [25],
Hühne classiﬁes the SPLI as a “worst”, “realistic” and “stimulating”
imperfection. Another way of producing such single buckles is by
directly translating the nodes in the ﬁnite element mesh. Wulls-
chleger (2002) [26], suggests a simple model for these geometric
dimple imperfections (GDI). Section 3.3 gives more details about this
formulation and its implementation. Fig. 2 shows a typical knock-
down curve obtained with the SPLA, where it can be seen that the
buckling load (P) becomes nearly constant after a given level of single
perturbation load (SPL), called minimum perturbation load (P1).
The idea of a single buckle as a worst imperfection was ﬁrstly
pointed out by Esslinger (1970) [27] using high-speed cameras.
Deml and Wunderlich (1997) [28] came to the same conclusion
using a modiﬁed ﬁnite element formulation in which the nodal
positions are treated as extra degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) which
will vary along the solution within a pre-set amplitude. In this
optimization problem for which the lowest buckling load is sought
Fig. 1. Test data for isotropic cylinders subjected to axial compression (modiﬁed
from Arbocz and Starnes Jr. [9]).
SPLP1
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P
Fig. 2. Typical Knock-Down curve obtained with the SPLA.
S.G.P. Castro et al. / Thin-Walled Structures 74 (2014) 118–132 119
Small satellite launchers 
e.g. Skyrora, Scotla d 
Smaller launchers are less 
efficient  
 
Need less conservative 
knockdown factors
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1.Study the equilibrium path of the buckling mode observed (most commonly) 
in experiments—the single dimple

2.Describe the deformation patterns that emerge as compression is varied

3.Derive a buckling threshold based on the level of compression for which the 
single dimple exists as an edge state
Eßlinger & Geier 
(1972)
Approach
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• “Riks” path-following with additional capabilities:

- equilibrium is stable or unstable 

- pinpoint critical points 

- branch switch at bifurcation points

- track critical points with other parameters

• Run Yamaki’s (1984) longest cylinder:

- R = 100 mm, L = 160.9 mm, t = 0.247 mm 

- E = 5.56 GPa (Mylar), v = 0.3

- Both ends clamped + axial compression

- Quarter model using nonlinear finite elements with 
large rotations
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Figure 3: (a) Equilibrium path of a single-dimple post-buckling solution growing sequentially
around the cylinder circumference through a series of destabilisations and restabilisations known
as homoclinic snaking (or cellular buckling). (b) The radial deformation mode shapes over the
domain of the cylinder for different points 0–V in (a). (c) Equilibrium path of a four-dimple post-
buckling solution (in red/blue) growing sequentially via snaking. The single-dimple snaking
solution from (a), shown in grey, connects to this red/blue path at a pitchfork bifurcation (see
point D in inset B). (d) The radial deformation mode shapes over the domain of the cylinder for
different points O–E in (c).
In Figure 3c, the snaking equilibrium path of odd buckles (Figure 3a) is shown in light grey for
reference. The additional red/blue equilibrium segment shown in Figure 3c, which branches off
point PB in Figure 3a, is once again delimited by a turning point close the first critical point on the
fundamental path (see point O in Figure 3c). Point O describes two sets of two dimples located
at a quarter-circumference to the left and right of the single-dimple solution (see Figure 3d). With
decreasing end-shortening the two sets of two dimples grow in profile and through a series of
de- and restabilisations grow from four to eight and, finally, to ten buckles. The mode shapes
corresponding to various points on the equilibrium path of Figure 3c are shown in Figure 3d and
clearly depict the progressive growth of the additional buckles. The two equilibrium paths shown
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Figure 4: (a) Equilibrium path of a two-dimple post-buckling solution (in red/blue) growing
sequentially around the cylinder circumference through a series of destabilisations and
restabilisations known as homoclinic snaking. The single-dimple path from Figure 3a is shown in
grey. (b) The radial deformation mode shapes over the domain of the cylinder for different points
?–v in (a). (c) Equilibrium path of a four-dimple post-buckling solution (in red/blue) growing
sequentially via snaking. The two-dimple snaking solution from (a), shown in grey, connects to
this red/blue path at a pitchfork bifurcation (see point d in inset B). (d) The radial deformation
mode shapes over the domain of the cylinder for different points o–e in (c).
because some symmetry-breaking bifurcations that are possible in Figure 3c are prevented by
symmetry conditions in Figure 4c. An analysis of the full cylinder would show the equilibrium
curves in Figures 3c and 4c to have the same stability characteristics. Extending the analysis to the
full cylinder will be a topic of future work.
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Figure 4: (a) Equilibriu path of a t o-di ple post-buckling solution (in red/blue) gro ing
sequentia ly around the cylinder circu ference through a series of destabilisations and
restabilisations kno n as ho oclinic snaking. The single-di ple path fro Figure 3a is sho n in
grey. (b) The radial defor ation ode shapes over the do ain of the cylinder for di ferent points
–v in (a). (c) Equilibriu path of a four-di ple post-buckling solution (in red/blue) gro ing
sequentia ly via snaking. The t o-di ple snaking solution fro (a), sho n in grey, connects to
this red/blue path at a pitchfork bifurcation (see point d in inset B). (d) The radial defor ation
ode shapes over the do ain of the cylinder for di ferent points o–e in (c).
because so e sy etry-breaking bifurcations that are possible in Figure 3c are prevented by
sy etry conditions in Figure 4c. n analysis of the fu l cylinder ould sho the equilibriu
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Figure 3: (a) Equilibrium path of a single-dimple post-buckling solution growing sequentially
around the cylinder circumference through a series of destabilisations and restabilisations known
as homoclinic snaking (or cellular buckling). (b) The radial deformation mode shapes over the
domain of the cylinder for different points 0–V in (a). (c) Equilibrium path of a four-dimple post-
buckling solution (in red/blue) growing sequentially via snaking. The single-dimple snaking
solution from (a), shown in grey, connects to this red/blue path at a pitchfork bifurcation (see
point D in inset B). (d) The radial deformation mode shapes over the domain of the cylinder for
different points O–E in (c).
In Figure 3c, the snaking equilibrium path of odd buckles (Figure 3a) is shown in light grey for
reference. The additional red/blue equilibrium segment shown in Figure 3c, which branches off
point PB in Figure 3a, is once again delimited by a turning point close the first critical point on the
fundamental path (see point O in Figure 3c). Point O describes two sets of two dimples located
at a quarter-circumference to the left and right of the single-dimple solution (see Figure 3d). With
decreasing end-shortening the two sets of two dimples grow in profile and through a series of
de- and restabilisations grow from four to eight and, finally, to ten buckles. The mode shapes
corresponding to various points on the equilibrium path of Figure 3c are shown in Figure 3d and
clearly depict the progressive growth of the additional buckles. The two equilibrium paths shown
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Yoshimura-like deep post-buckling 
pattern
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Figure 6: (a) Equilibrium path describing the formation of additional rings of buckles from four
localisations, i.e. the pattern formation occurs symmetrically around the circumference rather than
from one side (as is the case in Figure 5). (b) The radial deformation mode shapes over the domain
of the cylinder for different points i–vi in (a).
Yoshimura [38]. In both [21] and [23], this second snaking sequence is obtained by imposing a ten-
fold circumferential symmetry in the model, such that each additional ring of buckles can only
arise as one. With the quarter-model studied here (two-fold symmetry), this snaking mechanism
with ten-fold circumferential symmetry could not be confirmed. Instead, the previously studied
circumferential pattern formation that underlies the first ring of ten buckles, is repeated for all
additional rows. Hence, each additional ring does not appear at once, but grows circumferentially
from an initial seed of two dimples, one above and one below the existing ring(s) of buckles. In this
view, circumferential snaking is the governingmechanism behind the pattern formation along the
axis of the cylinder—first forming one ring and then leading to further additions.
This mechanism is summarised graphically in Figure 5. Figures 5a and 5c show the same
equilibrium path (in red/blue) branching from the symmetry-breaking bifurcation (point e in
Figure 4c), with the last segment of the ten-diamond equilibrium segment shown in grey. The
difference between Figures 5a and 5c is that they highlight different portions of the red/blue
equilibrium curve in insets A and B, respectively. Some of the deformation mode shapes
corresponding to points 1–11 in Figure 5a and points I–VI in Figure 5c are shown in Figures 5b
and 5d, respectively. For completeness, additional mode shapes are shown in Appendix A. It is
apparent that the equilibriummanifold is complex with many entangled segments that loop back
on themselves. We focus here on the patterns formed in insets A and B as these represent most
of the interesting behaviour. For general guidance, the points 1–11 and I–VI are numbered in
increasing order as they appear when path-following the equilibrium curve from the top-left to
the bottom-right of Figure 5.
As shown in Figures 5a and 5b, two new rings of buckles are initiated by dimple localisations
above and below the fully formed ring of ten diamond-shaped buckles. Through a snaking
sequence, these new dimples multiply circumferentially until they fill the whole circumference
(see point 11). In the beginning, these dimples squeeze the original ring of ten diamonds into
smaller shapes. The snaking sequence in inset A ends in a long stable plateau governed by
the mode shape corresponding to point 11 in Figure 5b, which shows that four of the original
ten diamonds persist in their original size once the new rings are completely formed. Inset B
in Figure 5c and the corresponding mode shapes in Figure 5d then show how the fourth and
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Figure 3: (a) Equilibrium path of a single-dimple post-buckling solution growing sequentially
around the cylinder circumference through a series of destabilisations and restabilisations known
as homoclinic snaking (or cellular buckling). (b) The radial deformation mode shapes over the
domain of the cylinder for different points 0–V in (a). (c) Equilibrium path of a four-dimple post-
buckling solution (in red/blue) growing sequentially via snaking. The single-dimple snaking
solution from (a), shown in grey, connects to this red/blue path at a pitchfork bifurcation (see
point D in inset B). (d) The radial deformation mode shapes over the domain of the cylinder for
different points O–E in (c).
In Figure 3c, the snaking equilibrium path of odd buckles (Figure 3a) is shown in light grey for
reference. The additional red/blue equilibrium segment shown in Figure 3c, which branches off
point PB in Figure 3a, is once again delimited by a turning point close the first critical point on the
fundamental path (see point O in Figure 3c). Point O describes two sets of two dimples located
at a quarter-circumference to the left and right of the single-dimple solution (see Figure 3d). With
decreasing end-shortening the two sets of two dimples grow in profile and through a series of
de- and restabilisations grow from four to eight and, finally, to ten buckles. The mode shapes
corresponding to various points on th quilibrium path of Figure 3c are shown in Figure 3d and
clearly depic the progressive gr wth of the additional buckles. The two equilibrium paths shown
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• From pre-buckling to stable diamond 
pattern via the single dimple

• When is the single dimple an unstable 
saddle?

• Use bifurcation tracking capability
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Figure 5. (a) An axially compressed cylinder features an unstable post-buckling equilibrium in the shape
of a single inwards dimple, which corresponds to the mountain-pass point between the stable pre-buckling
and restabilised post-buckling regimes. (b) Through a homoclinic snaking sequence the single dimple can
multiply circumferentially to form a single row of axially localized buckles.
Here we trace the post-buckling equilibria of an axially compressed, isotropic cylinder starting from378
a single dimple localization and culminating in a single row of diamond-shaped buckles (see Figure 5)379
using the FE/continuation framework introduced in § 3.2.1. We consider a thin-walled cylindrical shell380
of thickness t = 0.247mm, radius R = 100mm and length L = 160.9mm that is loaded by a uniform381
axial compression via displacement control. The cylinder is linear elastic and isotropic with Young’s382
modulus E = 5.56GPa and Poisson’s ratio ⌫ = 0.3. The particular geometric and material parameters are383
those of Yamaki’s longest cylinder (Batdorf parameter Z = L2
p
1  ⌫2/Rt = 1000) [26]. To represent a384
typical experimental setup as closely as possible, the cylinder is rigidly clamped at both ends with axial385
compression permitted at one end and constrained at the other end.386
The cylinder is modelled using isoparametric, geometrically nonlinear finite elements based on a total387
Lagrangian formulation. The finite elements used are so-called “degenerated shell elements” [27] based388
on the assumptions of first-order shear deformation theory [28]. To reduce the computational effort and389
complexity of the problem, only a quarter of the cylinder is modelled. Although the applied symmetry390
conditions constrain the set of symmetry-breaking bifurcations that can be observed, the observed behaviour391
is sufficiently complex to warrant this simplification. In all figures that follow, blue segments denote stable392
equilibria, red segments unstable equilibria, and black dots denote critical points.393
Figure 6(a) shows the equilibrium path starting from a single dimple superimposed on the pre-buckling394
curve in terms of normalised axial compression (uR/Lt) vs normalised load (P/Pcl). The classical buckling395
load is given by Pcl = 2⇡Et
2p
3(1 ⌫2) . The stable pre-buckling curve runs diagonally in blue with the unstable396
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Figure 10: (a) Critical boundaries denoting the evolution of the single-dimple limit point SD with respect to geometric
parameters of thickness (a= t), radius (a=R) and length (a=L). For a/a0 = 1 we have the baseline parameters t=
0.247mm, R= 100mm and L= 160.9mm. (b) Power law regressions of the curves in (a) lead to the critical curve
expressed by Eq. (7.1) and this is compared against 115 experimental data points from the literature.
other, is that it provides the smallest energy barrier against perturbations. Furthermore, the single-dimple mountain
pass describes a sensitivity to the simplest of all stimulating perturbations—a single concentrated imperfection or
disturbance. Finally, the single dimple has also arisen in a number of different settings: (i) as the initial buckling
mode in experiments [12, 13]; (ii) as the “worst” imperfection in a buckling load minimisation over all possible
imperfections [43]; and (iii) as a stimulating imperfection [44], i.e. a perturbation that excites the characteristic buckling
behaviour observed in experiments.
7 Buckling design load based on shock sensitivity
It has been argued [44] that the well-known lower-bound curve of NASA’s SP-8007 guideline [9] is overly conservative
for shells manufactured using modern manufacturing techniques. We therefore attempt to derive a less conservative
alternative based on the idea of shock sensitivity and the existence of a mountain-pass point. As described in §6, the
existence a mountain-pass point implies that the cylinder can readily be perturbed into a lower-energy post-buckling
state, and the single-dimple mountain-pass point derived by Horák et al. [4] first occurs at limit point SD (shown in
Figure 3a). Hence, to define the critical boundary of shock sensitivity for different shell geometries, we trace limit point
SD with respect to parameters t, R and L.
Figure 10a shows the foldlines depicting the evolution of SD. The parameter a/a0 on the x-axis defines the value of
each geometric parameter a= t, a=R and a=Lwith respect to the baseline values of t0 = 0.247mm,R0 = 100mmand
L0 = 160.9mm. To fit all three curves within the same range of y-axis values, the end-shortening at the single-dimple
critical point, usd, has been multiplied by a factor of three and ten for a=R and a=L, respectively.
A power law regression of the foldlines suggests that the end-shortening at limit point SD varies approximately as
usd /⇠ t1.16, usd /⇠R 0.84 and usd /⇠L0.68 (to two decimal places with R2 > 0.99 in all three cases). In combination, this
regression suggests that usd follows a foldline that compares to the classical prediction (ucl /Lt/R) as follows:
usd
ucl
=
P
Pcl
= 1.48
R0.16t0.16
L0.32
= 1.48⌘, (7.1)
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parameters of thickness (a= t), radius (a=R) and length (a=L). For a/a0 = 1 we have the baseline parameters t=
0.247mm, R= 100mm and L= 160.9mm. (b) Power law regressions of the curves in (a) lead to the critical curve
expressed by Eq. (7.1) and this is compared against 115 experimental data points from the literature.
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Figure 10: (a) Critical boundaries denoting the evolution of the single-dimple limit point SD with respect to geometric
parameters of thickness (a= t), radius (a=R) and length (a=L). For a/a0 = 1 we have the baseline parameters t=
0.247mm, R= 100mm and L= 160.9mm. (b) Power law regressions of the curves in (a) lead to the critical curve
expressed by Eq. (7.1) and this is compared against 115 experimental data points from the literature.
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pass describes a sensitivity to the simplest of all stimulating perturbations—a single concentrated imperfection or
disturbance. Finally, the single dimple has also arisen in a number of different settings: (i) as the initial buckling
mode in experiments [12, 13]; (ii) as the “worst” imperfection in a buckling load minimisation over all possible
imperfections [43]; and (iii) as a stimulating imperfection [44], i.e. a perturbation that excites the characteristic buckling
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parameters of thickn ss (a= t), radius (a=R) and len th (a=L). For a/a0 = 1 we have the baseline parameters t=
0.247mm, R= 100mm and L= 160.9mm. (b) Power law regressions of the curves in (a) lead to the critical curve
expressed by Eq. (7.1) and this is compared against 115 expe imental data points from the literatur .
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Figure 10: (a) Critical boundaries denoting the evolution of the single-dimple limit point SD with respect to geometric
parameters of thickness (a t), radius (a R) and length (a=L). For a/a0 = 1 we have the baseline parameters t=
0.247mm, R= 100mm and L= 160.9mm. (b) Power law regressions of the curves in (a) lead to the critical curve
expressed by Eq. (7.1) and this is compared against 115 experimental data points from the literature.
other, is that it provides the smallest energy barrier against perturbations. Furthermore, the single-dimple mountain
pass describes a sensitivity to the simplest of all stimulating perturbations—a single concentrated imperfection or
disturbance. Finally, the single dimple has also arisen in a number of different settings: (i) as the initial buckling
mode in experiments [12, 13]; (ii) as the “worst” imperfection in a buckling load minimisation over all possible
imperfections [43]; and (iii) as a stimulating imperfection [44], i.e. a perturbation that excites the characteristic buckling
behaviour observed in experiments.
7 Buckling design load based on shock sensitivity
It has been argued [44] that the well-known lower-bound curve of NASA’s SP-8007 guideline [9] is overly conservative
for shells manufactured using modern manufacturing techniques. We therefore attempt to derive a less conservative
alternative based on the idea of shock sensitivity and the existence of a mountain-pass point. As described in §6, the
existence a mountain-pass point implies that the cylinder can readily be perturbed into a lower-energy post-buckling
state, and the single-dimple mountain-pass point derived by Horák et al. [4] first occurs at limit point SD (shown in
Figure 3a). Hence, to define the critical boundary of shock sensitivity for different shell geometries, we trace limit point
SD with respect to parameters t, R and L.
Figure 10a shows the foldlines depicting the evolution of SD. The parameter a/a0 on the x-axis defines the value of
each geometric parameter a= t, a=R and a=Lwith respect to the baseline values of t0 = 0.247mm,R0 = 100mmand
L0 = 160.9mm. To fit all three curves within the same range of y-axis values, the end-shortening at the single-dimple
critical point, usd, has been multiplied by a factor of three and ten for a=R and a=L, respectively.
A power law regression of the foldlines suggests that the end-shortening at limit point SD varies approximately as
usd /⇠ t1.16, usd /⇠R 0.84 and usd /⇠L0.68 (to two decimal places with R2 > 0.99 in all three cases). In combination, this
regression suggests that usd follows a foldline that compares to the classical prediction (ucl /Lt/R) as follows:
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Figure 10: (a) Critical boundaries denoting the evolution of the single-dimple limit point SD with respect to geometric
parameters of thickness (a= t), radius (a=R) and length (a=L). For a/a0 = 1 we have the baseline parameters t=
0.247mm, R= 100mm and L= 160.9mm. (b) Power law regressions of the curves in (a) lead to the critical curve
expressed by Eq. (7.1) and this is compared against 115 experimental data points from the literature.
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behaviour observed in experiments.
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Figure 10: (a) Critical boundaries denoting the evolution of the single-dimple limit point SD with respect to geometric
parameters of thickness (a= t), radius (a=R) and length (a=L). For a/a0 = 1 we have the baseline pa ameters t=
0.247mm, R= 100mm and L= 160.9mm. (b) Power law regressions of the curves in (a) lead to the critical curve
expressed by Eq. (7.1) and this is compared against 115 experimental data points from the literature.
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mode in experiments [12, 13]; (ii) as the “worst” imperfection in a buckling load minimisation over all possible
imperfections [43]; and (iii) as a stimulating imperfection [44], i.e. perturbation that excites the charact ristic buckling
behaviour observed i xperiments.
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where ⌘=R0.16t0.16L 0.32 is a non-dimensional parameter that describes the onset of shock sensitivity with respect
to the classical compression at buckling. Note that due to the linearity of the pre-buckling path, the normalised end-
shortening that denotes the onset of shock sensitivity (usd/ucl) is equal to the normali ed reaction force P/Pcl. It is
striking that there is an apparent power-law relation between the parameter ⌘ and the well-known Batdorf geometric
parameterZ, i.e.Z/
p
1  ⌫2 =L2/Rt= ⌘ 6.25. In fact, Batdorf et al. [45] showed in the 1940s that experimental buckling
loads are a function of Z and not only of t/R as classical theory suggests. The critical boundary expressed by Eq. (7.1)
is drawn on a plot of usd/ucl vs ⌘ 6.25 in Figure 10b alongside a set of 115 experimental data points taken from nine
different studies in the literature [12–14, 28, 46–50].
Figure 10b shows that the experimental data points fall on or above the shock sensitivity knockdown curve of
Eq. (7.1) with the exception of one outlier from the study by Hutchinson et al. [49]. Many of the studies listed are efforts
from the 1960s and 1970s that explicitly set out to manufacture cylindrical shells with geometric tolerances as “nearly
perfect as possible”, e.g. [13, 14, 28, 47]. For example, themanufacturingmethod chosen by Babcock & Sechler controlled
the r dial dim nsion to the order of half the wall thickness and constrained thickness variations to less than 3%. For
these cases, the experimental buckling load can be seen to fall well above the critical boundary of shock sensitivity.
In the study by Babcock & Sechler [14], the “nearly perfect” cylinders buckled between 72% and 76% of the classical
load, and the experiments by Ya aki [28] and Tennyson [13] even show experimental buckling loads within 90% of the
classical load.
Th set of data points a so include studies with e ineered imperfections, e.g. [14, 49, 50]. Babcock & Sechler [14]
imposed axisymmetric imperfections in the form of a half sine wave (radially inwards and outwards) along the
cylinder length, and Tennyson & Muggeridge [50] considered higher-order periodic axisymmetric imperfections. In
both cases, all data points fall above the shock sensitivity curve. Hutchinson et al. [49] imposed local axisymmetric
imperfections (a localised ridge all around the circumference) and all data points but one—corresponding to the
maxim m imperf ction amplitude of 73% f the wall thickn ss—are bounded from below by the knockdown curve.
Axisymmetric imperfections are known to cause the greatest erosions in buckling load [10] but, as pointed out by
Eßlinger & Geier [12], r present e gineered imperfections that a unlikely to occur naturally. This scenario seems
unlikely for cylinders of the mode n age, which can be manufactured to geometric tolerances smaller than the wall
thickness.
One difference betwee NASA’s empirical low r-bound curve (SP-8007) nd the dashed curve of Figure 10b is
th t the former is formulated as a function of R/t, and the latter as a function of L2/Rt. This implies that the SP-
8007 threshold and the present shock-sensitivity threshold can not be plotted as single curves on the same set of
axes. However, many exp rimen al results from the early 20th century that were used to formulate SP-8007 (e.g. [51])
fall below the dashed curve of Figure 10b. Furthermore, while the SP-8007 guideline converges to P/Pcl ⇡ 0.2 for
large R/t, the present shock-sensitivity threshold of Figure 10b converges to P/Pcl ⇡ 0.35 for large L2/Rt. The more
conservative nature of NASA’s SP-8007 guideline can be attributed to the fact that many of the studies included in SP-
8007 relied on manufacturing technology much less developed than today’s and idealised boundary conditions could
not be replicated as faithfully in experiments. If the geometry and test setup are closely controlled, the onset of shock
sensitivity as denoted by Eq. (7.1), may provide a less conservative (safe) design load.
8 Conclusion
Throughout this paper we have addressed multiple aspects pertaining to the role of localised post-buckling states
in axially compressed cylinders. Using nonlinear quasi-static finite element methods and numerical continuation
algorithms we traced the evolution of a single dimple into an axially localised/circumferentially periodic ring of
diamond buckles. The pattern formation occurs via a homoclinic snaking sequence that describes a series of odd
buckles. A second intertwined snaking sequence of even buckles starting from two dimples also exists, completing the
typical picture of homoclinic snaking. The single ring of axially localised/circumferentially periodic diamond buckles
destabilises at a pitchfork bifurcation, initiating the formation of additional rings of buckles. Rather than snapping into
existence in their entirety, these rings also form sequentially via circumferential growth starting from a single dimple.
Hence, circumferential snaking seems to act as an organising centre for the pattern formation in axial compressed
cylinders and this is supported in the literature by high-speed photography of experiments.
The stability landscape to lateral probing reveals that the single dimple forms a decreasing energy barrier between
the pre-buckling and post-buckling regimes. In fact, the unstable ridge that bounds the basin of attraction of the pre-
buckling well shows a whole plethora of localisations with low energy barriers. Due to the rotational invariance of the
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where ⌘=R0.16t0.16L 0.32 is a non-dimensional parameter that describes the onset of shock sensitivity with respect
to the classical compression at buckling. Note that due to the linearity of the pre-buckling path, the normalised end-
shortening that denotes the onset of shock sensitivity (usd/ucl) is equal to the normalised reaction force P/Pcl. It is
striking th t there is an apparent power-law relation between the parameter ⌘ and the well-known Batdorf geometric
parameterZ, i.e.Z/
p
1  ⌫2 =L2/Rt= ⌘ 6.25. In fact, Batdorf et al. [45] showed in the 1940s that experimental buckling
loads are a function of Z and not only of t/R as classical theory suggests. The critical boundary expressed by Eq. (7.1)
is drawn on a plot of usd/ucl vs ⌘ 6.25 in Figure 10b alongside a set of 115 experimental data points taken from nine
different studies in the literature [12–14, 28, 46–50].
Figure 10b shows that the experimental data points fall on or above the shock sensitivity knockdown curve of
Eq. (7.1) wi h the exc ption of one outlier from e study by Hutchinson et al. [49]. M ny of the studies listed are efforts
from the 1960s and 1970s that explicitly s t out to manufac ure cylindrical shells with geometric tolerances as “nearly
perfect as possible”, e.g. [13, 14, 28, 47]. For example, themanufacturingmethod chosen by Babcock & Sechler controlled
the radial dimension to the order of half the wall thickness and constrained thickness variations to less than 3%. For
these cases, the experimental buckling load can be seen to fall well above the critical boundary of shock sensitivity.
In the stu y by Babcock & Sechler [14], the “ne rly erfec ” cylinders buckled between 72% and 76% of the classical
load, and the experiments by Yamaki [28] and Tennyson [13] even show experimental buckling loads within 90% of the
classical load.
The set of data points also include studies with engineered imperfections, e.g. [14, 49, 50]. Babcock & Sechler [14]
imposed axisymmetric imperfections in the form of a half sine wave (radially inwards and outwards) along the
cylinder length, and Tennyson & Muggeridge [50] considered higher-order periodic axisymmetric imperfections. In
both cases, all data points fall above the shock sensitivity curve. Hutchinson et al. [49] imposed local axisymmetric
imperfections (a localised ridge all around the circumference) and all data points but one—corresponding to the
maximum mperfection amplitude of 73% of the wall thickness—are b unde from below by the knockdown curve.
Axisymmetric imperfe tions are known to c use the reatest erosions in buckling load [10] but, as pointed out by
Eßlinger & Geier [12], represent engineered imperfections that are unlikely to occur naturally. This scenario seems
unlikely for cylinders of the mo ern age, which can be manufactured to geometric tolerances smaller than the wall
thickness.
One difference between NASA’s empirical lower-bound curve (SP-8007) and the dashed curve of Figure 10b is
that the former is formulated as a functi n of R/t, and the latter as a function of L2/Rt. This implies that the SP-
8007 threshold and the present shock-sensitivity threshold can not be plotted as single curves on the same set of
axes. However, many experimental results from the early 20th century that were used to formulate SP-8007 (e.g. [51])
fall below the dashed curve of Figure 10b. Furthermore, while the SP-8007 guideline converges to P/Pcl ⇡ 0.2 for
large R/t, the present shock-sensitivity threshold of Figure 10b converges to P/Pcl ⇡ 0.35 for large L2/Rt. The more
conservative nature of NASA’s SP-8007 guideline can be attributed to the fact that many of the studies included in SP-
8007 relied on manufacturing technology much less developed than today’s and idealised boundary conditions could
not be replicated as faithfully in experiments. If the geometry and test setup are closely controlled, the onset of shock
sensitivity as denoted by Eq. (7.1), may provide a less conservative (safe) design load.
8 Concl si n
Throughout this paper we have addressed multiple aspects pertaining to the role of localised post-buckling states
in axially compressed cylinders. Using nonlinear quasi-static finite element methods and numerical continuation
algorithms we traced the evolution of a single dimple into an axially localised/circumferentially periodic ring of
diamond buckles. The pattern formation occurs via a homoclinic snaking sequence that describes a series of odd
buckles. A second intertwined snaking sequence of even buckles starting from two dimples also exists, completing the
typical picture of homoclinic snaking. The single ring of axially localised/circumferentially periodic diamond buckles
destabilises at a pitchfork bifurcation, initiating the formation of additional rings of buckles. Rather than snapping into
existence in their entirety, these rings also form sequentially via circumferential growth starting from a single dimple.
Hence, circumferential snaking seems to act as an organising centre for the pattern formation in axial compressed
cylinders and this is supported in the literature by high-speed photography of experiments.
The stability landscape to lateral probing reveals that the single dimple forms a decreasing energy barrier between
the pre-buckling and post-buckling regimes. In fact, the unstable ridge that bounds the basin of attraction of the pre-
buckling well shows a whole plethora of localisations with low energy barriers. Due to the rotational invariance of the
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• Outlier by Hutchinson et al. (1971) is an axisymmetric dimple with 
relatively large amplitude

• Also, many data points from NASA SP-8007 exist below single-dimple 
curve, e.g. Donnell (1934)

• Asymptote NASA: P/Pcl ~ 0.2 and SD: P/Pcl ~ 0.35

- previous manufacturing technology less controlled

• ➔ Buckling below the threshold is possible, but not likely with modern 
engineering process control

• ➔ Less conservative design guideline than NASA SP-8007 for 
cylinders manufactured to tight dimensional control
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Fig. 4 (a) Equilibrium curve of normalized reaction force F/Fc vs normalized displacement uR/Lt of Yamaki’s
longest cylinder (Z = 1000) with a single-dimple imperfection at the mid-length with amplitude ( ) of 0.25⇥ the
wall thickness (t). (b) Maximum and minimum limit points (A) and (B) shown in Figure (a) are traced with
respect to the imperfection amplitude  .
dimple evolves with varying end-shortening. As shown in Figure 3(a), the unstable (red) path corresponding to the single
dimple is almost indistinguishable from the stable pre-buckling path in blue, indicating the sharp subcritical nature of
this buckling mode. With decreasing axial compression, the single dimple stabilizes at a limit point (u = 0.1168mm,
F = 619N), which corresponds to a non-dimensional value of F/Fc = 0.48, where Fc = 1290N is the classical buckling
load derived from Eq. (1). This value of F/Fc = 0.48 corresponds exactly to the figure reported previously by Kreilos
& Schneider [11].
As the equilibrium path is traced beyond this limit point, the stable single-dimple mode increases in size until it
loses stability at a further limit point denoted by point (1) in Figure 3(a). At this point, the dimpled post-buckling
curve doubles back on itself and shows the winding path of a homoclinic snaking sequence. The inset in Figure 3(a)
shows a feathered equilibrium manifold with five protruding dominant spikes. Each of these spikes corresponds to a
unique odd-numbered mode of increasing frequency. As we proceed along the snaking path (in the general direction of
decreasing load F), the single dimple grows in the sequence of 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 waves until an entire ring of buckles
around the cylinder is filled. At point A (shown in the inset) the snaking curve takes a total of 10 circumferential waves
and collides with another equilibrium path at a pitchfork bifurcation. This additional path forms the elongated stable
(blue) segment corresponding to the 10 diamond-shaped buckles depicted by mode shape (3). This 10-diamond mode is
axially localized yet circumferentially periodic.
The single row of 10 diamond-shaped buckles then destabilizes at a pitchfork bifurcation (point B). The equilibrium
curve emanating from this point is shown in Figure 3(b) and indicates an additional sequence of snaking behavior.
Throughout this additional snaking sequence, the end-compression increases considerably until the entire cylinder
is in a post-buckled state corresponding to the well-known Yoshimura pattern (see mode (4) in Figure 3(b)). Most
experimental studies confirm this wave-form deep in the post-buckling range, and our analysis suggests that it lies on a
continuous path beginning from a single dimple as the axial compression is increased.
Previously we suggested that the small energy barrier around the pre-buckling well associated with the single-dimple
localization could readily be eroded by initial imperfections. We test this hypothesis by imposing an initial single-dimple
imperfection at the cylinder mid-length and loading the cylinder in compression from the unloaded state. The equilibrium
path describing the behavior of the cylinder in terms of normalized reaction force F/Fc vs normalized displacement
uR/Lt is shown in Figure 4(a). This plot corresponds to a single-dimple imperfection amplitude ( ) of 0.25⇥ the wall
thickness, i.e.  /t = 0.25. While the idealized perfect cylinder buckled at F/Fc = 0.925 (Figure 3(a)), the buckling load
of the imperfect cylinder is eroded to F/Fc = 0.561, i.e. the compressive limit load is eroded by 40% compared to the
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